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DY LOFLEX consists of nine standalone programs that were developed in accordance with 
the recluircments defined in reference I This document presents supplemental system 
design information perti\ining to the DY LOFLEX program system. An engineering descrip- 
tion of the DYLOFLEX system is found in volume I (ref. 2) of this document. Documenta- 
tion for each DY LOFLEX prog!ram consists of two volumes: a user’s guide and a supple- 
mental system drsign and m;tintenancc document. The user’s guide for each program 
provides YII engineering description. describes the input data required (cards and magnetic 
t‘ilcs). rcsourccs to IW used (ccntr;ll processor sccmds. print lines. etc.), and the job control 
cards nc&d to drive the progr:lm’s cxccution. All user’s guitlcs are referenced in volume I 
ot‘ this document (rcl’. 2). l’llc supplcincntal system &sign and maintenance documents for 
C;IC~I propr;lni (SW rcf’s. I contain infurmation concerning program strircturc and design; 
overlay l~nrposc and description: input. output. and internal data base descriptions; and test 
casts. These volumes wcrc written to aid those persons who will maintain and/or modify 
the programs in the future. 
1‘11~ inforlllation prescntctl in this document explains the method of executing DYLOFLEX 
as ;I pro~ralll system. the structure of magnctic files used to link the separate programs. 
;tnd the various routines containccl in 11~0 DYLOFLEX program library. 
2.0 EXECUTION OF THE DYLOFLEX PROGRAM SYSTEM 
When running an analysis through the DYLOFLEX system, the user may elect to run one 
module at a time, submitting a separate deck for each program after checking previous 
results. Once the system’s operation is well understood, the user may then elect to run a 
series of modules driven by a single deck of job control cards. Figure 1 shows the control 
cards which might be used to execute both EOM(L2 17) and LOADS(L2 18) in a single 
run. 
The magnetic files (tape or disk) provide the link tying the programs into a system. The 
files connecting the DYLOFLEX modules are displayed in figure 2. Note that default file 
names are listed. The names may be changed via card input data. Normally, during a pro- 
gram’s execution the magnetic files will be in the form of disk files. Standard job control 
cards will be used to copy input data from tape to disk before executing the program, and 
output data to be saved will be copied from disk to tape after executing the program. This 
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Figure ?.-Job Stacking in D YL OFL EX 
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Figure 2.-Magnetic File Communication in D YLOFL EX 
3.0 MAGNETIC FILE FORMAT 
Almost all of the files connecting the DYLOFLEX programs are in the READTP/WRTETP 
format described in section 3. I. The exceptions are: 
GDTAPE 
SDSSTP I 
The files generated by FLEXSTAB are described in reference I I. volume 
2, appendix A. 
NAETP The aerodynamic data ftie generated by DUBFLX (L216) is also in the 
READTP/WRTETP format except for the records defining the matrices 
[F] and [Dl -quasi-inverse. 
Section 3.2 describes how the user may take any magnetic file readable by a FORTRAN 
program and convert it to the READTP/WRTETP format required by the DYLOFLEX 
programs. Section 3.3 describes how to reverse the process. 
3.1 READTP/WRTETP FORMAT 
The READTP/WRTETP format was designed to ease handling of matrix data. However, any 
variables in a FORTRAN program may be written/read onto/from a magnetic file as long as 
they are stored in adjacent core locations. 
Each READTP/WRTETP matrix on a file is defined by two logical records. The first record, 







Header Record Contents 
Description 
Name assigned to the matrix 
Number of rows in the matrix 
Number of columns in the matrix 
Zero 
Specifies the matrix sturage type. All DYLOFLEX matrices 
have ITYPE = 0 indicating that all matrix elements are 












Header Record Contents (Continued) 
Description 
Number ofelements in the matrix 
Zero 
Words I through 6 from the auxiliury ID array input to 
READTP through the argument list (see sec. 6.1-Z). 
.4UXID allows up to six different variables to be carried 
along with the matrix on the magnetic l’ile. 
WRITE (IFILE) (HEADER (I). I = 1.16) 
\VRITE IIF1L.F) (lELllhl(l.J). J = I.NCOLS). I = I.NROWS) 
3.1 CONVERTING FILES TO REr\DTP/WRTETP FORMAT 
:4r1y digital d;lla iile which can be wad by 3 FORTRAN program and which can be broken 
into squenti;ll blocks may bc rrprrssntrd by 3 READTPIWRTETP fornutted file. 
The user will h3vz co write a SI~SIII FORTR.4N pn,~r~m which reads data from the existing 
file and stores the dat3 in starldard FOR-FRAN arrays 01‘011~ or two dimensions (xrilys of 
thrrr or mow dimensions will have to be broken into partitions of one or two dimensions). 
The program will then have to all the subroutine WRTETP to write the dau o!~to the 
output file in the RE.ADTP/WRTETP l’ormat. The WRTETP subroutine may be obtained 
lrorr rhe DYLOFLEX alternate subroutine library named DYLIB which is discussed in 
section -1.0. 
Usage of WRTETP 
The usage of WRTETP is discussed briefly in the following paragraphs. For a complete 




Generate the element of MATRIX. Optionally store variables in AUXID(i): i=l,6. 
Optionally set NAME to some matrix identifier. 
CALLWRTETP(MATRIX,NROWD,NAME,NROWS,NCOLS,AUXID,NFILES. 
NMATS,IFILE,lRR) 
Input to WRTETP 
MATRIX = The FORTRAN array containing matrix elements 
NROWD = The dimensioned number of rows in the array MATRIX 
NAME = Matrix identifiel 
NROWS = The actual number of rows and columns of MATRIX to be written onlo the 
NCOLS file 
NROWS GNROWD 
NCOLS G NCOLD 
AUXID = Array of auxiliary identification data (only elements l-6 will be retained 
on the file) 
NFILES = Number of logical files to be skipped before writing the matrix on th? file 
NMATS = Number of matrices to be skipped before writing the matrix on the file 
Note: Because each matrix is two logical records, ?“NMATS logical records 
will be skipped. 
IFILE = Name of the file on which to write 
7 
s 
Input to READTP 
NROWD = The dimensioned number of rows in the FORTRAN array MATRIX to 
receive the matrix elements 
NAME = The name against which the matrix name on file will be checked. If 
NAME = 0 no check is made 
NFILES = Number of logical files to skip before reading 
NMATS = Number of matrices to skip (after skipping files) before reading 
IFILE = Name of the file from which to read 
Output from READTP 
MATRIX = The matrix elements 
NAME = The matrix name on tape 
NROWS = The actual number of rows and columns in the matrix from tape 
NCOLS 
NROWS G NROWD 
NCOLS G NCOLD 
AUXID = The auxiliary identification data. AUXID(7) - AUXlD( 12) will contain the 
six variables input to READTP through AUXID( 1) - AUXID(6). 
IRR = ERROR CODE 
0 indicates no error detected 
2 indicates NFILES or NMATS < 0 
3 indicates NROWD < 0 
4 indicates NROWS > NROWD 
5 indicates NAME did not match 
6 indicates (NROWS*NCOLS) < 0 or > 10000 
7 indicates an end-of-file was-read when trying to read the matrix 
1 OOO+I indicates an end-of-information was read after skipping 
(NFILES-I) files 
3000+1 indicates an end-of-file was read after skipping (2*NMATS-I) 
logical records 
4.0 DYLIB - THE DYLOFLEX ALTERNATE 
SUBROUTINE LIBRARY 
All of the DYLOFLEX programs except the FLEXSTAB SD&SS module require the 
DYLOFLEX alternate subroutine library named DYLIB. All of the routines within DYLIB 
are described by comments in the PREFACE section of their source code. A copy of each 
PREFACE is given in Appendix A. 
Table 1 provides a map showing which DYLIB routines are called by other DYLIB routines. 





















(entry point in AINTT) 





















































































‘Indicates a routine from the FORTRAN library 
























































*Indicates a routine from the FORTRAN library 
























































I LOCATA XFER 





















PREFACES FOR DYLIB SUBROUTINES 
The following pages contain excerpts from the prefaces of each subroutine in DYLIB. The 
full preface is embedded in the code of each subroutine. A statement of the purpose of 
each subroutine and a brief description of how the subroutine works is given here. The 
subroutines are listed alphabetically. 
P ” F POSE 
_----------- 
c F s c i ! P t I L’ N 
(‘I, ‘,,,UIiY ?,SPL&CE#ENTS ,SLnPES, BY DIFFERENCE BETWEEN CIHECQAL 41 










THE CONSTANTS ARE CODEO 4S R.OUNDED OCTAL NlJlvBEPS TO ACHIEVE MAXIblUM 
























LARGEST POSITIVE *EAL 
SMALLF S 1 PrJSI TlVE YDRYALI ZE’I PEAL 
S’IALLEST POSSIBLE k.EAL WHIiH AODS 
SIGNIFICANTLY TO 1. 
tiUM9EP OF BITS I’d A W.3RD 
z\LJYBEF CF 9ITS I& >lANTISSA OF A PEAL 
LARGEST POSITIVE :JUMBER SUCY T’IAT 
ALL PtlSITIVE INTEGER VALUES LESS 
THAN (1P EQUAL TO IT C4N CChVERT TCI A 
FLCATING POINT NUMBEli. EXACTLY 
YUMBEP OF ALPHAMECIC CHAFACTERS THAT 
CAN 3E STORED IN I-II~E tiOPD 
Ni)T USE’3 
t!ASE OF NATURAL LOGARITHMS 
PI 
LL)G BASE 10 OF PI 
LJG BASF E OF PI 
LJG 9ASE 10 GF E 
fULE-‘S CONSTANT 
LJG dASE 2 OF E 
YUMBEF C!F KADIANS PEF OEGLEE 





















P u F! P c 5 E 
-----__ 
CALCULATE Tt-e AEc LENGTH ALONG THE CURVE x = co+c1+~+c2*~+*2+c3+~**3 
FkllM IxO,YOb TI? (XtY). 
CESCFIDTIFN 
---_------_ 
THF ARC LENGTH IS GIVEN RY S = INTEGRALE S’JRT(l.+IDX/OY)**2*CY L. 
IF C3=U, I.E. MOTIt3 AXIS IS DEFINED 6Y PUAOPATIC OR LOidIEP CkctR 
POLYNOHIAL, A CLrJSEC FOkM SOLUTION OF THE I hTEGRAL IS EVALUATEC. 
IF THE MCTION AXIS IS 4 CUBIC, A FOUR POINT GAUSS-LEGENORE ‘OUACRATU”E 




Tt3 PL-RF’(7F)Y AN INTECP~L~TIC~ 1’4 TL~.: VAPIAHLtS USING AS THE IATEkPCLA- 
T I(lrU FUNCT ItINS, CutjIC SPLINES IN ARC LENGTIi ALCNG SEAPS (PLAhAR 
CU’VFS, X=*(Y) ) WITH SECCNUARY CU81C SPLINES 1% X GthuERATiC bl 
;:,LIcEI: Y \IALbES CSIUS THE VALUES 3EF INFn BY EACH tiEA’“. 
CESCGIPTICN 
------___------------ 
r’EAM1 ?ERfCP?iS ITS TASKS IN T’IF FULLClkIh;G STEPS 
(1) IIUITIALIZE BASE POINTERS FOK ClJMPCigEidTS C;F SA ARRAY 
(2) LOAC TbE FOLLOrdING INTO 54 APPAY 
A. FIxST 15 kO~lj5, LALUFS FROM FORMAL ARGUCEFJT LIST 
? 2. dEAM POINTER ANI:, EXTRAPOLATION COOES 
L. HEAM Y-CCCIEDINATES 
(3) JECIN LCOP Zlu NUYPEH OF ;jEA’dS 
(4) C4LCtJLATF ARC LE”ICTrl AV’) MAPPING Pr1IhT FCR ITH SLAM 
(51 tcil;Ir~ LCCP Oh YUMPFS f!F ‘dOtiES 
(6) LALCULLTF SLOPES LF TZ 1% ARC LE-~JGTH AhU LOAC INTG SA AGhAY 
(7) CALCULATE SLCPtiS ijF ;,X I’d AFC LEl\;iTti AND LOAU IrUT:: SA AFF3Y 
(?) CaLCuLaTF s~CPes OF cy 19 AF;c LENGTH AND Loa: INTC Sa AFLAY 
I S) CO T’1 ( 5) FUk AN:lTtiER YOL)E 
( 1U) (;I: TI: 1 ?I F C:P AhCTHtk 3iFq.l 
( 111 L::.AIl IOtitdEA~~SPLIhF INT!l LAST k1(‘5:: CF SA AFPAY 





IJ CALCULATE Ri:L)AL DISPLAZkblENTS A&D CPllCFvALLY SLlJPES AT A SET CF 
OUTPUT PCtiJl lYNAYIZ CUNTRCIL PGIFJTS, GIVEN AU INTEPPCLATICN INFCRMATION 
LRkPY ISA AkGAYI GENEKATE IF: POUTINE SEAN! FOR A dEAM-SPLINE SYSTEM 






PERF3RMS ITS TASKS IN TH5 FULLC’ctIKG STEPi 
IUITIAL IZATIW 
(AJ EXTRACT CnNSTANTS FPOM S4 ARRAY 
(I31 CHECK VALUES OF PARAYETERS IF rlITHIh LIMITS 
(Cl SET LEADING COLLMNS TC ZERO 
(C) EST4BLISt-I POINTERS T’l CJMPONFNTS CF SA A,PRAY 
(E) SET FIhST WORD CF f4Ct-I &qOIjE SHAPF TO 3LUNDEFIYFO 
3fGIh LCCP CK NbMBEP OF POINTS 
cETERYINF INTERSECTICN P*lIhlS CIF A STREAMwlSt CHZFC CFI-IrUED 9Y 
Y( I) AND EACH BEAM 
CO’.‘PUTE 1tfE AkC LFNGTtiS lc) THE INTERCEPT POINTS 
SLlkT X-COOQDIY4TE VALJES MCslrTONIC Il\ifiEASIKG Ahi) FLICIhPTE 
ID‘EINTILAL P3INTS 
GtNFKATE SECCNDA7V SPLIUF CdEFFICIEhTS AhD DETERMINE CEFLECTICINS 
LNT: .4Lf’PES Ft)Q ALL CUTPUT POINTS UN THIS CHORE F”R EACH MODE 
UL Tm: (2) FOR 4NOTHER POIYT 
I’\IITlALIZE T~A1Llhrl; CI)LdAf\S TC ZERO 
h:;ETLkt\r T” CALLINI; KCLTI!\IF 
CBRT 
2 II P  P 2 5 k 
_---_-------- 





5ECOMPGSE 4 SdUAQE COMPLtX MATdIX IhTc-! LCHEC AhD UPPFk TFIdNGULPF 
“‘4TRICES WITH PAPTIAL QIVOTING AND Rllk’ ECUILIBRATION. 
CESZkIPTICN 
--------------------- 
CDM?LEX MATRIX A f lECOMES DECO’4”OSED INTO ITS LCkFF AND UPPER 
TQ IANGULAP CdMPUNFNTS SUCH THIT A = L*U. SIKGULARITY OF MATRIX A IS 
ALSO TESTF’) FOQ AND A DI4GknSTlC FiCTUQvEO. MATRIX A IS OVEGLdYtC EY L 
ANY U. Tl-E DIAGONAL ELEMENTS OF U AQE 1VDT STCRED SINCE THEY tCUAL I. 
CFBSUM 
P lJ k P c S F 
---------____ 
S17LVt THE CCJh’PLiX F@QM iiF A*X = d BY FCfieAEC AK? DACKI~AFC 
SUtST I TUT IdYS USING THE A = L+U UECCpP@SI TICiN. 
CESCBIPTILN 
-------~~~__--~~_~--- 
Lt3TAlN Tt-E CRdLT DECOYPOSITIO~~ CF CCCPLEX MATRIX A 45 LChEi; Af,l: UPPER 
1’Q IANGULAd MATQICES AND 4N 
PIV.IITAL F‘Clkd I. SCLVE 
AFiQjY 3F INTEGERS hHll5.F TLEHEYT 1 IL‘EIUT IF [E 
LGkEk*V = B AND uPPFP*x = v BY FOFhAPC AhiD 
EACKrsA~D SUBSTITUTIONS. 
CGLESM 
P ti L. P r 5 I 
__--------_-- 
:,)I vE TrF COMPLEX FrRH CF A*X = 8 FOG x, cklEct A IS A& k*\ t’ATQIX 
5‘1’: 0 IS Am.4 \+I+’ 4ATh IX. 




p u I. P 0 s I2 
~------_--___ 
CALCULATE A = A - X*Y kitiEHE A IS A COMPLEX SCALAK ANJ X AND Y ARE 
C3YPL FX VECTGI: S 
c i S C f’ I I’ 1 I 0 N 
~------_-----__~~~~-- 
II-ii USI-F SPf<lFIES THE REAL AN3 IMAGINARY PARTS OF THE -VARIAdLES 
SEPACATELY. C INPRO CgMPUTES TH’= PEAL ANI3 I CAG INARY PARTS SEPARATELY. 
21 
COMCUB 
D u F’ ? II S F 
------------_ 
FIYC ThE SLOPES AT A GIVEh SET OF PCINTS OF THE CU6IC SPLINE PASSING 
TH@til~Gl’ Tti~! POINTS SATISFblNb EITHER USEI; SPECIFIEC EN/: CONDITIONS l?F; 
IhTERNALLY Clr’lPLTEi) END CChOITIONS. 
C E S C ‘, IPTICN 
-____----__--_--~-_ 
THC LPPHCACH IS TO GENEGATE A SET OF N SICULTAhECUS EQUATILbij ANC 
s:lL VF. (Y-2) IIF THE EUUSTIOrlS RFqULT FRCt’ THE CUhTIluUITY CCh”ITIChS 
2T EACI- INCEPEhDENT VAkIABLE P’IIINT. Frlfi OATA PCIYT Jt THE FSUATICk IS 
Y(J)/l-‘(J) + 2.+(1./H(J) + l./H(J+l))*Y(J) + M(J+l)/H(J+ll = 
3.4(Y(JI - YIJ-l))/H(J)*+L 
kHFFE M(J) = SLOPE AT XIJ) 
l-(J) = X(J) - X(J-1) 
ltrf CTf-FP 2 EQLATICNS RESLLT t=KOb’ THE EhO CChDITJCo’dS. 1=13F CATA PCIiLT 1 
1. .Y( 1) = SPECIFIED FIPST DFRIvATIVE, (3P 
2. ~.*rl(lJ t Y(2) = 3.*(Y(Z) - Y(l))/lX(L) - X(1)) - (X12) - X(l))/ 
2.f-sDECIFIF[! SECflr\C) DEFIv~TIVE, CR 
3. ‘d( 1) = A(l)+A(2)*M(2) kHFRE M(t) IS JhTERPCLATEO, CR 
4. ,!.*~(l) + NU*M(Z) = C hqtRE THE SECOND OEGIVATIVE IS’ INTERPCLATE 
AU0 MU = 4.~(1.+2.~A(2)1/(4.+~.~A(2)) 
C = -2.*A(l)*(X(L)-X(L) )/(4.+2.*A(2) 1 + 6.X(2.+2.* 
A~21~/14.+2.+4~2~~~*~Y~2~-Y(l)l/o-x(1~~ 
FOi CAT4 P:3IhT Nur 
1. ‘“(A) = SPECIFIED FIC?T U;pIVATIVt, Oc‘ 
2. v(N-I1 t 2.*plN) = 3.slYI~~)-YI:~-l))/IXlN)-X~N-lJ~ + 
(x(N)-X(~~~))/~,~SPECIFIT’) S?CONi> DERIVATIVE, f:R 
‘. g(u) = H(L) + d(Zl*f’(N-L) ir;iEhE M(hi) IS IYTEFpbLATtO, CP 
4. 4.+(~.+:.+R(2))/(4.+2.~~12))~~(N-l) + 2.*t’(r\) = C W!iEE E 
TrE SCCO’ui DFP IvATIVE !S IYTERDCLATEO ANT! 
C = 2.~H(l)~(X(N)-X(Y-11)/(4.+2.~~(2)) + 
6.*~1.+l~~2IJ/~z.~~~,7l~*~v~~~-Y~~~-1~~/~X~ru~- 
X(Y-1) 1 
IF Tl-E iK;c CI:\~ZLTIUI\:S .?l;F hCJT :A.;IILV CSTIMATEC, StT The FULLChlr4G 
<A ; Krj = -2 
A(11 = i3(1) = c. 
A(i) = j(L) = .5 Fck [\:<EASJp:G CUFvATuF?, ilk 
A(2) = 9t.2) = -.:j ~=f;d .>:CuEAsIp!‘; ‘-\I;VATlJ?E 
T-t ‘.:FSULTINS H?TbIX Is TRI!)IPi;flhAL AN0 OIAGChALLY nOMII\;ANT. Tl-E 
fi:;bATI :2’s AF; S~:LVE~, 9~ GAC;SSIPN ELICJVATIS~ klrti 31: DIvi:T IhG, PAKIN: 





CATSRT FECRDERS AN ARRAY CF NUHBEQS ASCFNDIhG AND ELIMINATES r\tJHBEES 
FE?M THE LQRAY ACCOPDING TG THE FOLLUkING CChDITICNS L 1) VALUE EUUAL 
SLNCT USED AND (2) VALUE ECUAL PPEVIOLS VALUE (I.E. IF TWC VALUES APE 
EOUAI., EL I’!lNATE ONF) 
SUPt!RIUR F..O I: T I N E S 
-------------- -------------- 
CATSFT IS CALLED BY BEAHO 
CATSPT PERFOGNS ITS FUNCTICNS IN THE FCLLCrlIhG STEPS 
(1) INITIALIZE PtlINTFRS TO A-<RAY CF hUCBERS AND INDEX MAP 
(2) ELIMINATr: NI?T USED VALUES AND COMPQESS ARRAY CF huYBEPS 
(3) I;ECS:)ER VALUtS ASCEhUIhG AND RETAIN IhDEX MbP 
(9) EL I#INLTF A VALUF hhEiN ThO VALLES A.RE hITHIN Ah ~PSILCN 




CEC~MPCSF A sUuaPE MATFIX INTO LCWER ANP UPFER TEIA~GULAP ~PTFICES 
:.ITH PARTIAL PlVCTIhC 4Nt’ l’,oW EIJUILlRPATIOh. 
CtSiPIPTICN 
-----_------___------ 
?“.qTPIx A cECDMFS ClLC3Y~OSEC IYTO ITS LikFF A49 UPPrb TFIA’<GuLPC 
COklPs;NFNTS SUCH THAT A = L*U. 3INGuLARITY !lF YATt-lx A IS ALSI‘ TESTEC 
f,:g ANC A CInCkOSTIC qETURhiD. MATQIX A 15 CVEGLAYCU !3Y L AI\C U. TbE 









~LJUTIr~E DELFTR nlLL ACCCt’PLISd ITS TASK IN THE FCLLCWIhG STEPS... 
A) INITIALIZE THE FFRCR CCCF. 
PI l-UN1 FOQ NAMEA IN THE bARDI (VARIABLE DIt’EhSICNl CATALCC. IF NAVE 
IS NOT FOUND THE ERROR C@DE IS SET TO -2 AND WILL JUMP TC (CJ a IF 
NAMFA IS THE LAST ENTRY, THEN NAMEA hILL BE EFASED AND A JUCP TO 
(Cl h ILL TAKE PLacEa 
C) ClttRhISE CCYPFESS THE CUPF STORAGE Ah0 VARCIM CATALCG. 





CELFIT IS CALLED TO ilELETE A FlLE NAME FROM THE SYSTEHS RA+Z LIST OF 
FILE NAMES. BEFORE OELETlhG THE NAME IT MAKES SURE THAT THE BUFFER 
flF AN ClUTPbT FILE HAS BEEN EHPTIED. 
ZUFEH IOP ROUTINES 
--------------- -------_‘---- 




CELFIT PCRFUHMS ITS TASKS IN WE FCLLCkING STEPS... 
,I, IUITIALIZE THE ERPCR CUDE. 
FINC TkE FlLE NA!,E Ih THE “A+Z LIST. 
IF NOT PRESENT, SET THE EEROR CODE TO -1 AN” JUHP TO (9,. 
‘HECK THE FILES FIT TQ SFE IF THE LAST CPERATION MAS P HGITE. 
IF NOT. JUMP TO (7,. 
IF YES. BLT THE aUFFER IS ENPTY JUMP TC 171. 
CHECK TbF FIT AGAIN TO SEE IF THE FlLE 15 OF TYPE WCPC ACOR(ESS.- 
AtiLE. IF WT JUMP TC 16). 
,iECC THE FIPST hOP0 CN ‘HE WORD AnDRESS ABLE IRAhCCH, FILE. 
TPEIS WILL FCCCF TVE HUFFER TO Rt: FHPTIED. 
TbIS klLL FCFCE THE BUFFED TO BE CHPTIEC. 
?FklVO TkE FILE. 
JUVP TC (7,. 
rELETE Ti-E F&THY ,h, THE =A+Z LIST. 
CCVP?ESS THE FA+L TC RiUOVE l!‘BEDPED ZERO. 





FtTAC PEkHlTS A  FORTRAN PROGRAM TO DEFINE A  FILE DURING EXECUTION. 
TYUS, IF P  FlLF IS USED ONLY DURING ONE PHASE OF A  PROGRAM IHE FIELD 
LENGTH ASSOCIATED klTH ITS BUFFER NEED NOT BE DE9ICATEY TO THdT FILE 
THECCGHOLT EXECUTION IT COULO 8E USE0 bS P  BUFFEk FOP ANOTPEF FILE 
0” bhY Cl!-ER PUQPOSE. S1;BaOUTINE FETOEL CCPPLIHENTS THIS ROUTINE bhD 
IS b5EC TC CLOSE AND DELETE A  FILE. 
IF ,FILE IS &.Ei INTEGER IN THE PANGE OF 1 TO 99, ITS WHEfiIC VALUE, Nk. 
LS USFO TC GENERATE THE DISPLAY COUE FILE NAME T&PENN. CTHE!iWISE, 
,FILF ,S USE0 DIQECTLY. 
PUTFlT IS LSEir TO ADD THE FILE NAME TO THE RA+Z LIST #IT,- TCE POlNTER 
SPECIFYING FETI II bS THE ST4RT OF THE FIT. FILFSQ IS CALLEC TO 
LIESCFIBE TkE FILE TO THF RECORD HPNAGER b’,TH BUFFEPfII  AS  TbE START 






FNCKEY GEAUS ANC PRINTS CARD INPUT IMAGES UhTIL IT FINDS ONE WITH A 
GIVEN KEY IN THE C4ROS FIRST CYAR4CTEPS. 
CFSCRIPTION 
~-~_--------------~ 
FNCKEY PERFORMS ITS T4SK Ih THE FOLLOkIhG STEPS. 
L II INITIALIZE THE ERROR FLAG. 
(2) CALL IRDCRLI TO READ AN INPUT CAFD, CHECK FOR ENC-OF-FILE, PGINT 
THE CARD IMAGE, AND EXTR4CT THE KEYUORD. 
JUMP TO (4) IF 4 END-OF-FILE kAS DEAD 
(31 COMPBRE THE ACTUAL KEYWORD (ICIORD) AGAINST THE ONE DESIAEClKEY) 
JUMP TJ (41 IF I WORD .ECI. KEY. 
REPEAT STEPS 2-3 IF .NE. KEY. 




FSF FCPbvARl? SPACES P4ST LCGICAL FILES ON SECUEKTIAL BINAFY FILES. 
NOTE . . . Tl-IS IS NCT THE BCS STANDARD VERSICK CESCRIBEC IN REF. 2. 
THIS VFRSICN WAS hRITTEh FOP DYLOFCX (REF. 11. 
CESCFIPTIGN 
---------------_----- 
FOP E4CH LOGICIL FILE TO @E SKIPPED ON Tk’E t’AGhETIC FILE, FSF CALLS 
FSQ TO SKIP PAST tlOCO0 LOGICAL PfCCRDS CF 4h EhS-CF-FILE. Tk’E FSR 
F&iFCG COCE wI1.L RE GRE4TER TH4N ZERO IF 1N END-OF-FILE WAS PbAC. TPE 
ERFOP COCE WILL BE NOCOG IF AN EYPTY FILE kbS FCUND. 
ASSLMPT ICNS . . . 
(1) hC LOGICCL FILE CllLL CCNTIIh CCGE Tti4h NO000 LOGICAL FECCRCS. 
(2) SIX CO’qSECdTIVE EWPTY FILES AFC TAKEN T9 CEAk EkD-CF-INFCQCATICN 
LIYIT4TICvS . . . 
FSF MAY NCT PRCCESS LOQRECTLY MAGNETIC FILES hiTH 
(1) YDRE THAN NCCOO LCiGICAL RECORDS IN A LCGICAL FILE. 





FSK FORbdARC SPACES PAST LCGIC4L RECORDS ON SECUENTIAL BINAkY FILES. 
CESCPIPTICN 
_______----------~-~- 
FSR QEACS SH1.lRT LIST (1 irCRD) FOGTRAN BINARY PECCRDS UNTIL EITt-ER 
THE CORRECT NUMBER L-IF RECCRDS HAVE BEEN SKIPPED OR AN END-CF-FILE 
IS REAL. THE LATTER CASE RESULTS IN THE ERRCR CCCE EEING SET TC A 





SOLVE A*X = B FSP XP ~HEPE A IS Ah N*h MATRIX AND a Is AN N*c MATRIX. 
T:FSC= IPTICN 
____-_--------------- 
PERFORM TI-E CRCLT CECI~MPOSITIOY A = L~J kITH RCk IKTERCHANGES. IF A IS 
hOT SIhGULPR, THEN SOLVE THE T’jIANGULAG SYSTEM dY FCPWARD ANC l?ACKWAGC 





GIVEN F(XlJ. F(X2)r F)F(XlJ/OX, AND DF(XZJ /DX FCR h MCOES PEFFCRM 
J-ERYITE INTERPCLATION FOR F( XJ, X1&X&X2. 
SUPERIUF ROUTINES 
--_----- -------- 
MOT AX0 - CALCULATE INTEPPGLATEO VALUES AT A SFT CF OUTPUT POINTS 
CESC”IPTICN 
_---------- 
THE FEFMITE INTERPCLATICN FOR’4 IS 
F(X) = Cl& CZ(C3*DF(XlJ/Dr t C4*DF(XZJ/DX) t C5(Cb*F(Xl) + C7rF(X2)) C 
Cl = 1./ix2-x11**3 
Ci = (X2-X)+*2 
C? = (X-XlJ+( X2-X11 
c4 = 2(X-Xl) - (XL-Xl) 
c5 = (X-X1)+*2 
ct = -(x2-xJ*(x2-x11 




1’1ITlic LS CALLED TG INITIALIZE (DEFINE) A hfk ARFAY. 
c E SCFIPTICN 
--------------------~ 
)\ITIP ALLCCATES Tt-E AFQAY STDrACE, ZEQCS THE 4QEA, AN0 CAKES AN EhTPY 
(N THE At.‘?AY CATALUGUF. IF Tii:- AktiAY RSllu; DEFINED ALPEADY EXISTS, 
ThE ELE#i=NTS ARE SIMPLY SF1 TO LERC IF THF CIpEhSICPIS AGE TC REMAIN 
UUChANGFC. IF THE ARkAY SIZE IS TO H’ CHA’\ICED T!iE CID AARPY IS 
CELETEC ANC A hFir ChE DEFINED. 
‘IJTE... Tt-E 2iUTIr.F. INITIR MJST 3E CALLED FCQ A AGFAY EEFUEE ANY 
CTHFR VAPDIM QOLTINi CAr, QEFEF TC THE ARRAY. 
31 
I RDCRD 
IRDCRD liEACS A CAPi: IMAGE FGOM THE FILE INFIL, PFiIhTS IT ON IUTFIL, 
ANO ExTFACTS THE KEYWORD FQOM ITS FIQSr CHARACTEQS. 
CESCRIPTION 
------------------- 
IRDCRD PEFFURMS ITS TASK Ih THE FOLLOkihG STEPS . . . 
(1) INITIALIZE THE EPQCR CODE. 
12) CIEAC A CAFE IMAGE FCCP Tti’- FILE IhFIL. 
IF AN END-OF-FILE IS REAr) THE EHFOC COCE IS SET. EQUAL TO 1, 
AN3 lOd---ECF--- IS PLACtO IN ICARCt11. 
(31 PF INT [CA&L) CN ILTFIL. 
JUYP TO STEP (5) IF IPR=l. 
(4) MASK THE KEYhCPO FFCP ICARD [NTC KEY WITH MASK. 
IF rcEv = L$TITL JbMP TO STEP (2). 




SCA’V II STI?IINS ;F Ct-IAQACTERS, EXTQACT YUWERIC STRINGS, CCNVEPT TpEp TC 
bItq4hY N~~YE~S AND STONE THEt’ IN AN CUTPUT ARRAY. 
C r S C C 1 P T IIC ‘v 
__-_---_--_-----~--~ 
jC.Ak A STQINc; CF CHARACTE;2S AN:! IDENTIFY THE 8~GrNhING ANC ENCING (4 
PLA\Kl flF A FIELD COhlTAIluINC ‘JUMFRIC DATA. IDEhTIFY THF NUWeER IN THE 
FILL’) AS IUTEGER I:& kEAL AhD Cf’NVEFT IT TO Tt-E APPCPPRIATE FOPYAT, VIZ 
120, Fi0.C CF E30.C. kHEh TtiE !)ESIRED NUMBEF CF VALUES HAS 6?EEh 
COXVER TFY: ,‘R TI-‘E FNTIQE STRIV; HAS YFEY SCAhNED, CCNTFnL RETURhS Tc 




IZE, TYPF, AhC LG CAT ICFI. L!!CATR IS CALLED Tc; OETERt’IhE AN ARRAYS S 
CESC+?IPTICN 
---------~--_~-_-__-- 
L~luTINE LCCATR IS CALLED TC ?FTFkMlhE 4 SIZE, TYPE, AN3 L@CATICh CF AN 
b?RAY IN V4R:)lU jT<FAGE. PirUT YC LCCATE S!+CULU +F CALLFO JUST PRICR 
Tti t-Ah’i-LINC- TPE APLAY, BECAUSE ITS LCCATION CHAr\GES AS ARRAYS AcE 




GIVEN THE C:EFINITIGN OF A MOTIIIN AXIS LETERMINE THE REFERENCE POINT, 
(XF,YR), CY THE MOTION AXIS AND SUNDRY CTHEP I’tFCPMATl9N ASSOCIATED 
,.ITl- AN AKdITRARY POINT (XrYT. 
SUPERIOR ROLTINES 
____---- -------- 
MUTAX I - GENERATE AN INTEKPLlLAflON INFOPMATICN APFAY FOF A MCTICN 
AXIS SYSTEM 
MilTAXil - CALCLLATF OUTPUT FOK A CCTICh AXIS SYSTEM AT A SET GF PCINTS 
CESCRIPTICN 
____----m-e 
THF MCTICY AXIS IS DEFINED RY A SERIES CF CUBICS BETWEEN MOTlCh AXIS 
!JEF INlTION POINTS. THE HEFERENCE LINES THRCUGH EACH OF THE HGTION 
AXIS DEFlhITION PUINTS DI’JIDE THE KY PLANE IhTG REGICNS WHICH ARE 
ASS~ZCIATEC WITI- EACH OF THE HOTICN AXIS SE;;t’ENTS. GIVEN AN ARRITRARY 
P,JINT, (XIV), THE ASSC!CI4lED MOTION AXIS SEGCEhT IS OETERMINEC, AhC 
THE CUi3IC COEFFICIENTS ACCESSECJ, IOR CALCULATED FCF AN EXTRAPCLATIL-JN 
C~IYCITICN). 1% THE CASE CF A PCINT WHICH IS NCT WITH19 THE GECIChS 
ASSOCIATEI: edITI- A MOTION AXIS SEGMENT, I.E. INBCARO CR CUTt?CARC, A 
LINEAR ExTFAPULATICN USId\G THE EXTREME POIhT Ah3 SLCPE CF TI-E t- 'UTION 
AXIS IS CSF’J TC DEFINE THE C2EFFICIENTS. IF THE REFERENCE LICES CN 
EITFER EN0 IJF THE ASSOCIATED SEGMENT ARE PARALLEL, 4 LlNE C!F THE SAME 
SLGPE ThKL;UGH 0t.Y) MAPS lx,Yl TC? THE SEGMEAT, GTHERhISE A LINE 
THFCUGI- TkE PCI:rT OF INTERSECTTO& CF THE REFERENCE LINES, (XE:rYM)r AND 
(k,Y) MAPS (X,Yl TO THE SEGMENT. 
1.4 ACCITICu TO THE REFLFEhCG ?“INT, THE A&i LENGTH LILtFiG ll-E CCTTCN 
AXIS, Tbt i) ISTANCE FRdY (X,YI TI! KEFEFENCE POI\T, AN: THE ANGULAR 
I‘KIENTATI(;LI. ?F THE FEFEFEhCE LINE ThRCUGH LX,Y) ARE CALULATEC. ALSO 
THE KATIC IIF ;JISTANCE FFOM (X,Y) TC (XQ.YRT AN0 TH5 DISTANCE FFGM 






GIVEN A SET OF MOTION AXIS DEFINITICN RCINTS Ah0 THE SLOPE CF A 
FEFERENCE LIYE THRGUGH EACH POINT, GENERATE A SPLINE OF .CUBICS 
CESCRI~ING THE MOTION AXIS* CALCULATE THE aRc LENGTH ALONG THIS CURVE 
TO EACH CEFINITION POINT, AN0 CALCULATE THF CAPPING POINT ASSCCIATEO 
HITI- EACI- MOTION AX1 S SEGMENT. 
SLFERIOR ROLlINES 
-------- -------- 
MOTAx I - GENERATE AN IhTERPOLATICh IhFCPMATICh AFRAY FOR A CCTICh 
AXIS SYSTEM 
SEAM1 - CENERATE AN INTEFPOLATIOh IhFCRMATICh AFRAY FGR A T’ULTIPLE 
HEAM MOTION AXIS LIKE SYSTEM. 
CESCRIPTION 
----------- 
IF THEtiE AkE, ThO OEFINITICh POINTS THE fOUATICh CF A STRAIGHT LINE Is 
GENERATEE, OTT-ERYISE THE SLOPE OF THE MCTICN AXIS IS CETERMINEC AT 
DEFINITICN POINTS, AND THE EOUATICfdS CF A CUEIC ARE GENERATED FOR EACH 
SEGMENT. THE SLOPES ARE CETER’4INED BY SCLVIMG A SET CF SICULTANECUS 
FOUATIONS FOR THE MINIMUM INTEGRAL CF THE SECONO DERIVATIVE. THE ARC 
LENGTH TC EACH MJTION AXIS OEFINITICN PCINT IS CALCULATkO, ANC THE 
MAPPING OflINT FOR EACH SEGMENT CALCULATED. THE CAPPIhG POINT, USED 
TIJ MAP ANY ARBITRARY POINT IN THE SEGMENT RECICN TC A RFFERENCE PCINT 
UN THE MCTIOU AXIS, IS OEFINELI TO BE THE INTERSECTION UF THE REFERENCE 





PERFORM AN INTEhPOLATION IN Thtl VARIABLES USING AS THE INTEFPCLATING 
FUNCTICN A CUBlC SPLINE IN ARC LENGTH FOR DISPLACEMENTS ANC RGTATIONS 
ALL’NC A CONTINUOUS PLANAR CURVE WITH SPECIFIEC MAPPING FROM THE CURVE 
TC C!TI-ER PUINTS IN THE PLANE. 
GIVEN A SET CF POINTS hITH ASSDCIATED FEREPELCE LINES DEFIhIhG A 
HUT ILN AX IS, ANC A NUMBER CF MOTION STATIONS WITH DISPLACEMENTS 
doNI: LUTATIUsNS FOR A NUMBER OF mMODESt GENERATE THE FUNCTIDNPL 
DfSCk IPTIOY OF THE MOTION AXIS, CALCUL4TE THE DERIVATIVES w .F .T. 
ARC LENGTI- UF ThE DISPLACEMENTS, AND FCRY AN INTERPDLATICN INFCRMATION 
ARF AY CONTAINING ThFSE DATA. 
CESCRIPTICN 
--------___ 
THE MCTICN AXIS FUNCTIONAL DEFINITICN IS A SERIES OF CUBICS, X = CIYI, 
.dHICr VIbl’4IfE THE INTEGRAL i;F THE SECDN;, DEFIVATIVE OF X WITI- RESPECT 
TD Y. Tt-E MOTION AXIS PASSES THROL,GH THE DEFIhITICh PCIhTS THE 
SECOND DERIVATIVES ARE ZEFO AT EITHER FN@. THF REFERENCE LINES 
THROUGH Tt-E 3EFINITIflN PCIhTS ‘,IVIDE THE X,Y PLANE IhTU GEGIChS 
ASSOCIATEC hITI- EACH MdTICh AXIS SEGMENT. ThE REFFRENCE LINES ARE 
ASSUHEC TO dE RIGID WITH RtSPECT TO DISPLACEMENTS AND RDTATIOhS OF 
THF IF CFF INIT ION PCINT. EACH MDTICh AXIS StGMENT HAS ASSOCIATEC hITI- 
IT A MAPPING POINT (THE INTERSFCTICh CF THE REFERENCE LIhES Ch EIlHER 
ENCI OR SLOPE (THE SLOPE flF t’4RALLFL REFEREhCE LIhES CN EITI-Eli ENCI. 
ANY ARBITRARY PCINT IX,YI IS ASSOCIATED kITI- ChE t'CTICN AXIS SEGMENT. 
THE PEFERENCE PCINT CN THE SEGMENT IS THE IhTEPSFCTIDN CIF A REFERENCE 
LINE TMRDUGH I X,Yl AND THE MOTION AXI 5. THE REFERENCE LINE IS Tl-E 
LINE Tl-RrlUZH IX,YI AND THE SEGMENT IVAPPING FOIhTr OR THE LINE ThRCUGl- 
(X,Yl riITl- THE SEGf’EMT MAPPING SLOPE. 
THE MCTICN AXIS CEFIhITICh EQU4TIDhS AFdD MAPPIhG DATA IS CALCULATED 
ANC TUGETbE2 ;rITH DEFIl’JITICN P3INTS AND PEFEREhCE LINES PCACEC IN THE 
IKTF~PIILATION INFOPHATICN ARRAY. THE REFEREKE PCINT IS DFTEPCINEC 
Fr)P EACH M,JTION STATICN, AhD THE DI SPLACEYEKTS AND ROTATIONS TFANS- 
FERRtO Tn THE REFERENCE PCINTS. THE DFRIVATIVES WITH RESPECT TO 
ARC LENGTt- UF Ttit OISPLACEYEMTS AND ROTATIChS ARE DETEPMINEC (AGAIN 
,!I MI’dICIZATION OF THE SECCNO DERIVATIVEI, AhE THE CISPLACEHENTS. 
Q@TATIllNS, A:JG THEIR DERIVATIVES ARE PLACE3 IN THE INTERPOLAT ION 
INFDRMAT ICY ARRAY. 
THE :*:OCAL INFDRMATION AT THE MGTIGN STATICNS MAY BE DRIEKTEL Ih Tl-E 
X,Y AXES INDRYALI CR THE LSEF MAY INDICATE LPEFFP TD INCCI ThAT RX IS 
PEPPENCICCL4R TC TME STP4IGHT LINE SEGMFNT PtTwEEN THE DEFIAITICN 






REFFUPM AN INTERPOLATION Ih TbvO VARIABLES USING AS THE INTERPCLATING 
FUNCTIl?N A CUBIC SPLINE IN ARC LENGTH FOR 3ISPLACEKENTS AND LCTATICNS 
ALDNC A CONTINUOUS PLANAR CURVE NITH SRECIFIEC YAPPING FROM THE CIJPVE 
TO CTHER POINTS IN THE PLANE. 
GIVEN AN INTERPOLATION INFORMATION ARRAY FGR 4 CGTICN AXIS SYSTEM 
GENEPATED IN ROUTINE MOT4X1, C4LCULATE MOO4L DISPLACEMENTS ANC 
CPTIONALLY SLGPES AT 4 SET OF DUTFCT PCIhTS 
CESCFIPTICN 
----------_ 
Cf)NTAIvEC wITHIN THE INTERPOLATION IhFCRMATICN ARRAY IS T#E OEFIkITICN 
OF THE YCTION AXIS AS A SERIES OF CUBICS IN Y kITH MAPRIhG CN EACI- 
SEGb’EhT SPECIFIEII BY A MAPPING PCINT. THE CCCAL DISPLACEMENTS 
(TRANSLATlClNS AND ROTATIOhS) dF PCthTS Ch THE MGTICN AXIS AhC ThE 
I?ER IVATIVES UF OISPLACEHEhT kITH RESPECT TD ARC LEhGTH ALSC EXIST 
kITFIN TFE ARRAY. 
FUR EPCr OUTPUT POINT, THE ASsOCIATED HCTIOh AXIS REFERENCE PCINT Is 
DETEFMINEC, AND THE YUOAL DISPLACEMENTS AT ThE REFECENCE RGINT 
CALCULAT EC USING HtRMI TE IhTERPULATIDN. THE t”COAL OISPLACEt’EhTS AT 
THE GUTPLT POINT ARE THEN 
TZ(X,Y) = TZ(SJ t DR&-SIN(THETA)*RX(S) + CCS(ThETA)*RY(S)& 
G(TZ)/CX = -#Y(S) + UR&-S(h(T)~~(PX)/D(S)+CCS(T)+D(PY)/C(S)t~(S~~~(X~ 
P(TZ)/3Y = RX(S) + DR&-SIN(T)~D(kXI/D(S)+cCS(T)~D(~Y)/D(S)&G(S)/c(Y) 
hHEFE ThETA(T) IS THE ANGLE CF THE REFERENCE LINE FFCM X AXIS, 
‘3P IS T~-JF BISTANCE FROM OLTPUT PirIhT TU REFEFENCF PCIYT, ANC S IS 




TO PtRF_:FM A T’ANSFCRMATICh CF MkTICNS FFG,? A SThGLE P;‘Ihl 
C t 5 ‘1 i; I P 1 1 C N 
__--__-_------------- 
T r F ,” 1‘ 1 t i h J,F 4 PCIhT lh Z-SPACE IS CFFIhL3 UY 4 GIGIt TCA:\SFCP~ATIT~N 




YOTPTC CALCULATE MODAL DISPLACFMENTS AND CPTICKALLY SLCPES AT A SET CF 
OUTPUT AERCDYNAHIC CCNTQOL QTJINTS, GIVEN AN INTERPOLAT ION INFOFcMAT ION 
ARFAY LSD APNAy) GENERATED IN ROUTINE HCTPTI FCQ A MCTION PCIhT SYSTEM 
COTPTU PERFCPMS ITS TASKS IN THE FcLLChIhG STEPS 
FDi: EACH CLTPUT PI?INT SPECIFIED, THE ROUT1 NE GENERATES DISPLACEMENTS 
.ANC (CQTICNALLY) SLOPES Yy A RIGID TRANSFCQCPTION OF THE MCTICh CF A 
CATUM. 
NAMF I L 
F U E F .; S E 
------------- 
hAMF IL ClNVEwTS A i-@LLEPITh ho90 IhTC A LEFT JUSTIFIED ZEQC FILLEC 
~091; SUITAdLF FCR LSE .1S A FILE NAME. THE IhPUT FILE NAME YUST . . . 
(1) i2ECIh; nITI+ Ah ALPHABFTIC CHAF.ACTER, A TC Z. 
(2) ?E LEFT JLSTIFIEO (NC LEAOI:‘JG BLANKS). 
(3) CLINT~IN FFOM 1 TC .7 CHAkACTE~S PQ ICG TC A BLANK. 
(41 E;u; hITH FFUH 3 TC S dL4!1KS. 
CR AN E*RCU IS CIAGNCTSFD 9Y SETTING TtIF VALUE CF THC FU\CTICN TC ZFPC. 
DESCkIPTIGN 
------------------- 
NAYFIL PEPFdR?lS ITS TASK IX THE FULLCWIhC STEPS. 
(It INITIALIZE THE VALUE OF THE FUNCTICN TC ZERC AN@ THEN CFECK FCP 
4 tiL4NK NAME OR Clhf hOT dEC,INKIhG h1Tt-I AN 4LPHA. CHAQACTEP. 
JUMQ TO (61 IF THt5li.F: IS AN EPkOQ. 
(21 STCQF THC HOLCERITH hAME Ih ITEMP. 
(3) ChECK TbE LAST CtiAqACTE’7 OF ITEM’P. 
IF IT IS NilT A BLALK J?IMQ CT (6). 
IF IT IS A aLANK CHANCE IT TC b?I’<AUY ZERD, AhC THFN ClFCULAQ 
SHIFT ITE-“P ONE CH4QACTF;’ TO THE QIGHT. STEP (31 IS HEPEATCD 
L\TIL ALL THEN C’(ARACTEQS HAVE P.Elh PPCCCSSFD CR A NCh-FLANK 
CH;EH~CTE~ IS FCUYD. 
(4) IF Tt-E NUY&ER GF hCh-OLANK CHAPPCTEYS IS 0 CR GREATER Tt-Ah 7 
J!JMQ T 1 (61. 
(51 LEFT JUSTIFY IrEvF Au SkT THE FL~CTIC~ VALUE ECJAL TC ITWF. 





TC UEORDER THE VALUES OF AN ARRAY k’CtiCTChICALLY IhCPEASING 
ANC Tl-‘E RELATED IhDEX ACCCPDINGLY 
CESCCIPTICN 
_____--__------------ 
CRCE;7 PLACES X fh t’O:rL;TCNIC IhCFEASlhG CPDFE ANC 




PLATEA FCPYS TrE PLATE WATPIX CClEFFIClEhT OF SYSTEF! CF ECUATIChS 
SUPERICP &CUTINES 
--_----~----_-- ~-_-~~-----_-_- 
PLATEA IS CALLEC dY PLATFI 
CFSi?IPTICN 
______-___-_--_------ 
Ft-lFh’ Tt-E COkFFIEIENT HATkIX FOk SYSTEM CF ECLATIOh;, SK = SMGCITbIhC 
CChrSTA.41 (<ATIs CIF PLATE STIFFFUESS TC INPUT PCINT SPRIkG STIFFhESS) 
* 1 X(l) Y(l) NHERE A(I, Jb = F+*Z LttLR**Z), I&J 
t- - 
A( 1.J) * - - - = 01 I=J IhCS = c 
*- - - 
* 1 X(N) Y(h) = SK(llt I=J IhDS = 1 
t 
~tttt+ttttt~ttt**~**~8t~***t~ = SK(Il, I=J IhDS = 2 
t 
1 --- 1 * c C C r;**il = 1X( II-X(J) I**,? 
x(l,---x(‘~~*c c C +(Y(II-Y(J))**2 





TC PEPFflPM A BIVARIATF IVTERPCLCTICh uSIhG AS THE 
I~TERPlJLATING FUhCTIL7’4 THt S1vALL DEFLECTI’JN ECUPT ICN 
CF A.h INfINIlE PIhNED PLPTE 
CESLRIPTICK 
_--~~----_--_------~~ 
Ti-E FUNCTICN TO BE INTEFPOLATED IS APPFOXIRA.TEC t?Y 
f(X,Y) = SLMt A(KJ*R(K)**Z * Lh(R(Kb**Z), K=l,h & 
+ A(N+11 + A(:J+Z)*X + A(N+3l*Y 
ktERE P(KI**2 = (X-X(K)]**2 + (Y-Y(K)J**Z, (X(K),Y(Kl )= lhPUT 
P’:LNTS, A(K) = INTERPOLATING FUNCTICh CCEFFICIixTS. TPE N+3 
LNKNLWNS, A(K), ARE F3UhD RY StLVIhG TbE LIhEAP SYSTEP CF F!+3 
EILAT If?NS, 
F(X(K),Y(K)) = Z(K). K=l,h 
SLM6 A(K), K=l,h t = 0 
SLML A(Kl*X(K) , K=l th & = 0 
SLY& A(Io*Y(K), K=l.h t = 0 
It-E FQLATICN CAV E!t ANALYTICALLY DIFFE~E~TIATEC TC GIVE 
I-F (X,Yl/OX = SUM& Z*A(K)*(X-X(K) t*(Lh(F(KI**Zl + 11, K=l.ht 
+ A(h+2) 
CF(X,YJ/CY = Sl,Fr& 2*A(Kl*(Y-Y(Kl)*ILh(F(Kl**21 t 11. K=l,ht 
+ A(h+3) 
FCR SITUATIUNS Ih kHICH SMC3THIhG IS ~ESIPAI~LE, Tl-E FINhEC 
CChS’RAINT, F( X(K) ,Y (K) 1 = Z(K), PLY eE PEYCVEC Ahr: Ah 
ARTIFICIPL SPRING PLACED AT THE IhPLT FCThT, IN bdHICl- CASE 
F(X(K),V(K)) = SLrt A(K)*~(K)**Z*Lh(F(Kl**Z)+A(K)*S(K~,K=l,~~ 
t A(Nt1) t A(N+Z)*X(K) t A(Nt3)*Y(K) 
,.,-CRC S(K) IS THE RATIC: OF PLATE STIFFhESS TC SPFIhE STIFF- 
NlfSS AT TkE K-TH IhPUT P“INT. NOTE THAT S(K)=0 IS ECdIVALENT 
TC! PINNED, S(K)=1 IS APPPOXIC&TELY 7C PEQCEhT SMCCTrIhG, 
S(K)= IhFIhITF FOP ALL K WILL I;lVE bFPFCXI.*ATELY Tt-E LEAST 
SGUARZS PLANE. 
LNLESS SPELIF ICALLY REtiUESTEU CTHEFCIISE A TFANSFCRCtT ICI\ ANC 
SCALING r=F CCflRDIhATES IS PERFCR~ED kHICl-4 -CENTERS TkE CATA 
PCINTS, ROTATES TC PRINCIPLE AXES, AhC IOIVIDES TbE fiESULTINC 





PLATE0 CALCULATE CCDAL DISPLACEMEYTS AtuD OPTICNALLY SLCPES PT A SET CF 
CUTPUT AERODYNAMIC CONTPCL POINTS, GIVEN AN INTERPCLAT ICN INFCF.r,AT ICN 
DfiFPY (SC ARFAY) GENEQATEO IN ROlrTIhE PLATE1 FCP A PLATE SYSTEC 
rtSCRIPTICN 
____------_---------- 
PLATtC CALCULATE TI-E VALLES GF THE FLhCTIChs AhC Tb’EIR CERIVATIVES AT 
A SET ‘JF CUTPUT POINTS FRCf’ THE GIVEN SPLINE COEFFICIENTS FCR A SET 
CF FLhCTICNS AS DETERMINE0 IF1 RCUTIKE PLATE1 AI\‘C THE ASSCCIATEC IhPUT 
‘JOINTS. 
THE FUhCT ICN TO aE INTERPCLATE~ Is PPPRCXIMATEC BY 
F(X,Y) = SUCC A(K)*P(K)**Z * LN(RIKI**ZI, K-lrh & 
+ A(r\rtlJ t A(N+Z)*X t A(N+3)*Y 
hPFFE R(K)**2 = (X-XIKlJ*+Z t IV-YIKll442, (XIK),YIC))= INPUT 
POIYTS, A(K) = INTERPOLATIhG FUNCTION COEFFICIENTS. THE Nt3 
UNKNf’kNS, p(K), ARE FCdND BY SCLVI NG THE LIhFAR SYSTEM CF R+3 
EOUAT ICNS, 
FIXIK),YIK)) = ZIK), K=lrN 
SUM& A(K), K=l,N & = 0 
cLk’& A(K)*X(K), K=LrN & = 0 
SLY& A(K)*YtK), K=l,h C = 0 
Tl-E ECLATICN t’AY E!E ANALYTICALLY 3IFFEPEhTIAlEC TC GIVE 
CF(X.YJ/CX = SUM& 2*A(KI*(X-X(~)I*ILh(Ro + 11, K=l,N& 
t AIN+ 
LF(X,Y)/CY = SLMC i*A(Y)*IY-YIK))*ILhlRIK)ol21 + l), K=l,h& 
t A(N+3) 
FOF SITLATIONS IN kHICt’ ,CCOCTilIhG IS g)ESIRPBLE, Tt-E PIhhEC 
CObSTRAlNT, FIXIK),Y(K) I = Z(K) t MAY BE RErCVEC Ah0 AN 
ARTIFICIAL SPRING PLACEC AT THE INPLT PCINT, Ih biHICH CASE 
F(x(K),b’(K)I = SLME A~K)*P(KI**Z*Lh(QIKI**Z~+P~KJ*SIKJ,K=l,~& 
t A(Ntll t A(Nt2)*<(K) t AINt3)*YIKI 
hHEPt S(K) IS TJ’E RAT113 CF PLATE STIFFhESS TC SPRIhG STIFF- 
Nfss AT THE r(-TH INPUT PCINT. NOTE THAT S(K)=0 IS EQUIVALENT 
TO PINNEC, S(K)=1 IS APPRCtICATELY 70 PERCEhl SHOCTHING, 
S(K I= INFIYITE FOR ALL K kILL GIVE APPRCXIHATELY THE LEAST 
SdUAFES PLANE. 
IJNLESS SPECIFICALLY REdUESTEO DTHERkISE A TRAhSFORMATICN ANC 
SCALING CF CCOQOINATES IS PEPFCRMEO WHICH CENTEQS THE CATA 
POIhrTS, FCTATES TO PRINCIPLE AXES* AN0 DIVICES THE PESULTIhC 





PLATET PERFOF!dS A TGANSFC?RW4TI:IN CF CCCRDINATES FPCl’ LljCPL (X,Yl bXIS 
TO PFINCIPLE (L,V) 4x1s CR FRCH PkINCIPLE (U,V) AXIS TL: LCCPL (X,Y 1 
AXIS 
s IJ P t I; I c, E RClrTINES 
__-----_-_- -_-_ -------------- 
PLATET IS CALLEC PY PLPTEI 
CESCRIPTICN 
__-- -----__-------- 
PEPFCRM A TRAhSFORCATIJN CF CDOPDIh4TES FRCC (X,Y) TC (U,V) IF NIhC 0, 
CF. FFdp (U,V) TO (X,Y) IF hIND 0. 
*u* *l/RGU C + * COST SINT+ *X-XBAF* 
+*=t * * * * * 
*V* * 0 l/kGL* +-SINT CCST+ *Y-YBAF* 
AhERE CCST = CCS(Tl-ETA), CINT = SIh’(THETA)r THETA IS THAT PhCLt Suck- 
THAT PUV = SLY&U(I)+V(I)&/N = 0, F;GlJ,CGV = kACl1 CF GYdATICh I\ (u,VI, 




PLLYI CENEnATE THE INTEPPCLATIf?N IhFORvATICh ARRAY (SA AKRAY) FCR Tt-E 
Pf-lLYNclYIbL METkC’l CF INTEQPCLATIUY 
CESCF IPTICN 
-----------_-_------- 
POLYI ofRfCIRq 1TS TASKS Ih THE FCLLCkIhG STEPS 
( 1) LOAC THE FIRST 7 hCRCS, PAUAMETEFS FECt’ Akr,UMENT LIST, IhTU 
TI’F SA ARRAY 
(2) LOPC ThE POLYNOMIAL ClJEFFICIEhTS INTC ThE SA AQRAY 






P:lL YL CALCULATE CCDAL DISPLACEftENTS AkD UPTIChALLY SLCPES AT A SET CF 
CUTPUT AEGflDYtiAMIC CONTPCL PO1 YTS, GIVE& Ah IhTERPCLATIGN IhFCPt-‘ATICh 
ARPAY (SA APPAY) GEtiERATEC IN PObTIhE PCLYI FCR 4 pCLY;\rC”IAL SYSTEM 
CFSCRfPTICN 
-------------_------_ 
POLYC PEPFOWYS ITS TASKS Ih T-tE FflLLCkIhG STFFS 
(1) INITIALIZATIGN 
(Al EXTRACT COluSTAhTS FRCH. SA ARRAY 
(8) CHECK VALUES CF PARAMETEFS IF wITHIh LIMITS 
(2) LCCP CN KUMBEP CF HCDES 
(3) SET LEADING CR TQAILING CGLUChS TC ZEAC IF PECUIREC 
(4) SETUP POLYNOMIAL COEt=FICIENTS FCR ITH MODE 
(5) FCR EACli PCIhT COHPLTE DISPLACEvEtvT AhD CPTIDhALLY SLCPES 
Lb) GC Ti (2) FOG AY@THER MJDE 




PkGBEC PQINTS A CNE PAGE HEA@ER COhTAINING Tl-E NAME AhC VERSICh OF 
THE PR3GPAM BEING RUN AND THE CURQENT DATE AND TtHE Cf EXECUTICN. 
CESCFIPTION 
__--_-----------s-e 
PQGeEG CFTERMINFS THE CIJRFENT DATE AND TIME AND THE kRITES b 




PKGEND PRINTS A ONE PPGE HEADEQ COhTAINING THE NAME ANL VEhSICh CF 
THE PRCGRAu BEING RUN AND THE CURRENT DATE AhD TIME OF EXECUTICN. 
C E 5 C I, I P T I C N 
_---__-__--_-- --e---e 
PRGEhC DETERMINES THE CUFRENT DATE AND TIHF ANC THE kRITES A 




PRINTY nRITES A TkC DIMEhSIONIL ARRAY Lt’ATQIXI AhD ITS ASSCCIATEC 
TtXTUAL 7ESCRIPTIUh ON THE 9Ci> FILE ILTFIL. NORMALLY, IUTFIL IS THE 
PR INTEC DLTPUT FILE. THE MATRIX ELElVEhTS hILL RF PQECEDEC t?Y TkE 
M4TQIX LABEL 4NC SIZE. 
YUTE - Tl-E MATRIX MUST BF REAL ICCNTAIhING FLCATIhG POINT ELEI’ENTS). 
C F S C 6. I Q T I C N 
______-----------_~~~ 
PFINTM PERFuQMS ITS TISK Ih THE F3LLCWlhti STEPS 
(1) I.uITI~LIZF THE EPFCR CCDE. 
(iI ,..r?lTF Tl-E YATQIX LA@EL AND SIZE CN IUTFIL. 
JUMP TE (41 IF THE hLMBEK OF kCRDS I4 LABEL IS ILLEGAL. 
JUMP TP (4) !F THE CATQIX SIZE IS ILLEGAL. 
121 bkllt: Tl-‘F MlTRlX ELElVEhTS Ch ILTFIL 5Y RCtiS. 




PRNTCM hcITES A TrtO 3IMEhSIONAL 4RHAY IMPTRIXI AND ITS ASSCCIATED 
TEXTUAL CESCnIPTIUh ON THE dC3 FILE IUTFIL. NORMALLY, IUTFIL IS THE 
PRINTED i<LTPbT FILE. THE t’4TPI X ELEMFhTS WILL BE PRECEDED @Y THE 
MATPIX LA+EL 4YC SIZE. 
NIJTE - Tl-t’ 44TRIX HLST BE PE4L LCChT4IhING FLC4TIhC PCINT ELECEKTS). 
CESCPIPTI@N 
_-- _____ ---_-_--_---- 
PENTCM PEQFr)dHS ITS T4SK Ih TtiF FGLLChIhG STEPS 
(1) INITIALIZE THE ER°CK CCDE. 
(2) nQ ITE THE Y4TQIX LABEL 4YD SIZE CN IuTFIL. 
JUMP TD (4) IF THE NLMBER CF kCQDS IN LABEL IS ILLEGAL. 
JUMP TO (4) IF TrlE IATRI X SI ZF IS ILLEGAL. 
(j) hPITE THE MATPIX ELEMENTS CN IuTFIL 5Y RCWS. 





PUTFIT ACES A FILF NAME TC THE PA+2 LIST. 
SUPERItJP PCUTINES 
--------------- --------------- 
tiAt’E Cf [GIr4 DkSCRIPTICN 
------- ------- ---------------------------------------------------- 
FETAL CYL II3 SET UP A FILE FI11; USF IN FUPTRAh PPCGRA# - TI-E FIT, 
FET, 4ND THE RA+Z EhTRY. 
FETACC DYL IY SET UP A FILE FOR USE Ih FCRTPAh PGCGpiAM - Tl-E f IT, 
FET, ANLI THE R4+2 ENTRY. 
CFSCFIPTICbi 
--------------------- 
PUTFIT frXlQACTS Tt-E FILE hAME, LFdr FPCM THE FIT Ahld; SEAPChES FCC 
THAT FILE dAME IN TWE RA+2 LIST. IF LFFV IS Ih THE LIST AN EFRCF COCE 
CF -L IS F;tTURYEO. IF Tt-E LIST IS ALREADY FIJLL (FAX. 49) Ah EfiRCP 
COLE OF -i IS FETUPNED. C THER h1 SE, THE FILE hAME Ah’C FIT ACCPESS APE 





PEACTP R EASS 
PA(;NET IC FILE. 
4 TwC DIYFhSIJNAL 4RRAY (!-‘ATRIXI FRCC A SEOUEhTIAL 
THE INFURt’ATIi3N IS OBTAIlriEn Ih TWC LCGlCAL RECCRCS 
hITt- FCRTPAN BINARY ?.E40 STATE’EhTS. , 
ifSC~ IPTICN 
_____---------------- 
REACTP PEFI-JPMC ITS TASK IN THE FOLLChIhG STEPS. 
(1) INITLALIZE THE ERRCR CGJE AND CHECK ThE INPUT ARGUNE;\;TS FOR 
ERRrR j. 
JUMP TC (5) IF THERE ARE kRHCRS. 
(21 P’,‘SITIQ’d THE FILE AC REQUIRED AFTER Cl-ECKIbiG THE SPACING 
PPRA”ETERS FCR EdRcRS. 
JUf-‘P TN: (51 IF SP4CIhG PQRPMETEES APE ILLEGAL. 
JUMP Tl! (5) IF SPACIhG OF FILES CR MATRICES FAILS. 
(3) UEAC Tl-E FIFST GECCFD. 









11-1t CPTIONAL LSEF DATP PASSEO THRCUGH Tl-E FIRST RECCRC IF 
STO*ED IN kCRDS 1-b Of THE ALXILIAFY IC GIVEN TC WRTETP 
WHEN THF MATRIX hAS wRlTTEh ChTC IFILE. 
JUMP 10 (51 IF 4N FhO-CF-FILE WAS REAC. 
JUMP T(3 (5) TF THf hAME DOES YCT MATCI- THE SPECIFIEO ChE. 
JUMP TU 15) IF N~OhS .GT. NROho. 
(4) GEllC THE SFCCN’J REiCRD. 
IF ITYRE=6Hf’=NULL, It-f SECihO PtCLRd IS PEAC RUT NCT STCFEC 
AhD MATRt X IS FILLFC wITH ZER;S. 
IF ITYPE=6HSRARSt, Tt-E SFCL’ID PECCRI? CF hwCRr) IS QkAC 1hTG THE 
PLFFEP ARRAY AbFF. THEh, EVERY ELEMENT kpICp 
IS AN INTCGt-R IS QEPLACEC RY THAT hUMPER OF 
ZEdOS. FINALLY, TtiiF 4kPAY ELt’IENTS AFE 
EXThACTET) FFC.u RUFF AND TRAUSP’_ISEC IhT!l THE 
CCTPUT ARRAY M4TRI X. 
IF I IY”C=Or THE SCCCYll RFCCRO IS READ DIGECTLV IhTO 
t’ATGIX ?Y RChS. 
JUMP TC (5) IF AN EhO-CF-FILE h4.S PEAK. 





GIVEN A PCINT, (X,Y), THE CUBIC OEFINITION CF A NCTIUN AXIS SEGMENT, 
A !I c E-ITHFti A MAPPING POINT, LXY,YM)r OR THF SLCPE Cf b REFERENCE LINE, 
CY CXr’L, CETEhMtNE THE QEFEREhCE PCINT 0EFINEC TO BE ThF IYTEPSECTICN 
CF Tl-E RFFFHENCE LINE THRCLGH (‘X,Y) ANC THE T’CTICN AXIS. 
SUPfib IclP RGUTIYES 
---____- -----_-- 
YAATTCH - UETERMINE COTIOh AXIS REFEQEYCE PCINT IhFCRHATION 
CCSCQIPTION 
----------- 
THI- I-CLATICN CF THE REFEREhCE LINE IS OETERt’ThED FFCM (X,Y I AhC 
(XM,YHI OR (X,Yj AN@ SLCPE DYJXPL IF TdE MAPPIhG PCIhT IS INt?EFINITE. 
SOLVING 
cc + c1+vlk + Cz*YR**z + C3*YR**3 = XR 
.Dx+(YR-Yt + x = XP 
GIVES 
CCY t ClM*YR + cz*YK**L + c3*yr;**3 = 0 
r.PICt- tAS TWEF, ThO, CIR ChE RLCTS DEPENOENT UPCh C3 ANC CZ. TH5 TCCT 
i,d THE INTLRVAL (YMAl.YMA2) IS SFLECTED, ANC: XR CALCULATE0 FRCM THE 
CUSIC. IF NO RCCT FALLS Ih TdE INTERVAL, THE CLCSEST ENDPCINT 
IS LSEr, L&LESS YMAl=YMAZ ANO C3=C2=0 (I.E. EXTRAPCLATIONt, IN #I-TCH 




FETUFRF ALLohs A FCFTQAh PPCSRAM TC ELIMINATE A TEMPORAQY STCGAGE 
FILE. Tl-E FILE: NAVE kILC NO LONGiR EXIST AhC THE OTSK SPACE HILL BE 
FELCJSEC FI:R OTrEF LSE. 
c t SCkIRTICh 
___--____--_---_----- 
QETL;NF CFECKS TO SEE THAT THE FILE hAfrE I 
EVICT T,l ACCOMPLISH ITS PURPOSE. 
S LEGAL ANC Tl-EN CbLLS 
46 
RQL/ I RQL 
PU* P c 5 c 
------------- 
k,l. IS CALLEC 12 St’IFT TFE BITS CF NCR0 h5ITS PCSITiChS. 
ThE St-IF1 IS LEFT CIRCULAR IF UBITS IS PCSITIVE. 
THE St+IFT IS TC Tl-E QICHT kITH SIGN EXTFkSICh AhD END CFF IF heITS 
IS NFGATIVE. 
hljTE . . . TbE EESULTS AGE LhCEFI.VEG IF NBITS IS hCT I3ETkEEh 0 Aht 60. 
A SECGNC FNTRY PCIhT. IRCL, IS FRCVICEC TC ALLOW FITI-EF REAL 
8R IhTEGER MODE Ih ARITHMETIC STATEPENTS. 
CESCCIPTICN 
--------------------- 




PERFCW! A 3INAQY TABLF SEARCH. 
CESCQIPTICN 
____----_-----_- ----- 
P eI,uAkY SEARCI- IS PERFGRt’kO SI\, A MLhCTCNICALLY CRCEFEI: APc’AY X TC 





STARTR IS CALLED TC INITIALIZE THE VARDIM STCRAGE SCHEME. 
CESCRIPTICN 
-----_-__-_--------- 
STARTR HLST BE CALLED SEFCRE ANY CTHER VARCIM FDUTIKE. IT CREATES Tl-E 
ARR PY CATALDGUE, SETS THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ARRAYS, AND DETEPMINES 
THE MAXIMLM ARRAY STCRAGE 4VAILABLE. 
*****la TtE VAPCIM VARIABLE DTMEASICN STORAGE SCHEME +****+*+******t+t 
-- --- 
VARDIH IS A SET Cf 5 SLBROUTINES kHICH HAhDLES Tt-E STCFAGE 
CF ARRAYS CEFINED DURING PRCGRAM EXECUTION, 1.E VARIABLE 
DIMENSIONING TIR DbI\AMIC CORE ALLCCATION. 
VAROIM LSES BLANK COMMDN FCR ALL APRAY STORAGE. THIS METt-DO 
IS POSSIBLE ON THE CDC 66OC hHICH PLPCES BLANK CCMlvCh AT THE 
tNC OF ALL OTHER PRDGRAM STCFAGE. THE USES MUST REQUEST 
ENOUCh FIELD LENGTH TO PRCVIDE SUFFICIENT ARRAY STCPACE 
@ETWEEN THE BEGINNING OF BLANK CCMMCh ANC THE ENC OF T-IS 
FIELD LENGTH. 
------- GFNERAL CGMMENT S 
11 APRAY STORAGE HAY BE VARIABLE UITHIh A SINGLE PRCGKAC RUN AS 
hELL AS BETkEEN PLhS. ARRAYS MAY BE DEFIhED OR OELETEC AT 
ANY TIME. IT 1 S hCT NECFSSAFY TO DEFINE THEM ALL AT Tl-E 
BEGINNING CF THE PFOGRAM. 
2) EACH ARRAY kILL BE IDENTIFIED bY A SIX CHARACTER HCLLEFITF 
NAYE (LEFT JUSTIFIED AND YLANK FILLED), MAY HAVE FPCW CNE TO 
Tt-REE DIMENSIONS, AND PAY BE TYPED REAL CR INTEGER. TFE TYPE 
IS CRITICAL ONLY IF THE SUBRCUTIhE PPIhTR WILL BE CALLEC (SEE 
RRINTF FDR USE CF VARIA6LE INTRELI. 
3) NEhLy DEFINED ARRPyS *ILL dE NULL. 
4) Tl-E ARRAY STORAGE IS ALhAYS CCMPACTEG TC USE THE FIRST WCRDS 
OF dLANK COMMON. A NEWLY DFFIhED ARRAY IS ALMAYS LCCATEO 
AFTER PRt-EXISTING ARRAYS. IF ARRAY I IS DELETEC Tl-EI\ ARRAYS 
I+1 THPOUGH N YILL BE MCVED FCRHARD TC PCSITICNS I THRU N-l. 
51 kl-EN ANY VAPDIH RCLTINE IS CALLEC IT MAKES CHECKS TC SEE THAT 
A) DUPLICATE AFRAY hAYES ARE NCT DEFINED 
@I ILLEGAL DIMENSIONS ARE NOT SPECIFIEC t.LE.0 IS ILLEGAL) 
C) ThE ARRAY CATLCGUE HAS NOT BEEN EXCEEDtiLl 




THE BC!OKKEEPING PERFORMED BY VAPDIM IS STCRED IN A  CATALCEUE 
ARFPY, KATLOG, AND THE LABELED COHt’CN BLCCK /VAPOIH/. 
C) TFE VAFDIM ARRAY CATALOG, KATLGG, IS ITSELF AN AGRAY Ih 
vARDIH STC’FAGE WITH THE DIMENSIONS I6rKHAX.l~. EACH ARRAY 
WILL HAVE A  SIX kCRD ENTRY IN KATLCG (I.E. ONE COLUMN). 
Tl-E SIX k0RD.S CONlAIN 
A) NAME - 6 HCLLERTTH CHARACTERS (LEFT JUSTIFIEC bNC 
BLANK FILLED) 
8) LOCATICN - FIRST kDRD ADCPESS OF THE ARRAY IN @LANK CCt’MCN 
CJ TYPE - 0 FCR INTEGER AND 1 FCR REAL 
C) FIRST DICENSICh OF THE ARRAY 
E) SECCND DICENSICK OF THE ARRAY 
F) THIRO CI)rE?$SICh OF THE ARRAY 
7) ALL VARDIM ROUTINES EXCEPT XFER CONTAIN THE LA6ELEC CCMMGh 
dLOCK /VAPDIH/ kHICH HAS THE BCOKKEEPING VAPIABLES 
A) NMAX - MAXIMUM NUMSER CF ARRPY PCSSIBLE Ch THIS PRCGRAM 
RUN (DEFINED WHEh SUdRCUTINE STARTR IS CALLED) 
13) NENTRY - NUMBER OF ARRAYS CURREhTLY CEFINED 
C) LkAVAL - LAST WCRD AVAILABLE Ih @LAhK CCMMON 
Cb LkUSErJ - LAST kORD CURRENTLY Ih USE Ih BLANK CCMYCN 
E) LKAT - FIRST kOR0 ADDRESS OF KATLOG IN BLANK CCMMON 
F) MAXUSD - YAXIt’U M  CORE ADDRESS EVER USED BY VARDIC 
STORAGE. 
81 ALL VARDIH HOLTINES EXCEPT XFER CCKTAIN THE BLANK CCCCCN 
CEFINITION 
CCHMCN D(1) 
DIMENSION 10111 t KATLOGL6rl) 
EQUIVPLENCE (C,ID,KATLOGJ 
91 AS  OF NOV. 169 1972, THE VARDIM RCLTlhES FECUIRE LESS Tl-AN 
2200 (CCTAL) kORDS OF CORE EXCLUSIVE CF BLANK COYMCN. 
49 
STARTR (Concluded) 
---m--e SI’DRT CESCRIPTIOhS OF 4LL VAROIC SbBFCLTIkES 
STARTR 
STARTR IS CALLEC 7C INITIALIZE THE VARCIC STCRAGE SCFEHE. 
STARTR HUST BE CALLED BEFORE AhY OTHER VAROIM ROUTINE. IT 
CREATES THE ARRAY CATALOGUE, SETS THE MAXIMUM YUCBER CF 
ARRAYS, AND DETERPINES THE MAXIMUM ARRAY STORAGE AVAILABLE. 
IN IT IR 
INITIR IS CALLEC 7C INITIALIZE (OEFlhE) A kEw ARPAY. IT MUST 
EE CALLED BEFORE AhY OTHER VAPDIH RCUTIhE PEFERS TO TFE ARRAY. 
INITIR ALLOCATES THE ARRAY STORAGE, ZERCS THE AREA, ANC MAKES 
AN ENTRY IN THE ARRAY CATALOGUE. IF THE APRAY BEING CEF INEO 
ALREADY EXISTS, THE ELEMENTS ARE SIF’PLY SET TG ZERC IF TkE 
CI!lENSIONS ARE TO REMAIN THE SAPE. IF THE ARRAY SIZE IS TC! 
EE Ct-ANGEO THE OLD ARRAY IS DELETED AND A biEri ONE CEFLh’EC. 
CELETR 
CELETR IS CALLED TC DELETE CR ELIRIhATE AN ARRAY FFCM 
VARDIY STORAGE. THE ARFAYS ENTRY Ih THE CATALCGUE MILL 
CIS4PPEAR AND BOTH THE CATALOGUE AhC ARRAY STGRPGE WILL BE 
CCYPP E SSFD. 
LCCATR 
LCCATR IS CALLED 70 DETERMINE AN ARRAYS SIZE, TYPE, AhC 
LOCATION. LOCATR SHOULD BE CALLFO JUST PPIOR TO HANCt ING 
TPE ARRAY BECAUSE ITS LOCATION CHANGES AS ARRAYS ARE CFLETED 
PNC ADDED TO VAPDIC. 
XFEP 
XFEK IS A HIDDEN RCUTINE IN THE VARCIh STCPAGE SCHEME. 






PEFFLH?, TA9LE SEARCh ANC LAGRANGIlh PCLYhClrIAL IhTFFPCLATICh CF 
USER-CEFihEO DEGREE ON ONE IN3EPENOENT VARIAt3LE. 
CESCRIPTICN 
----------_-__--^---- 
TBLLl LSES A BINARY SEARCH TECHNIQUE TC LCCATE THE PRCPEP PCS ITICh IN 





PGLYNCCIAL INTERPCLATION FOR ONE IhDFPENDEKT VARIAtlLE 
CESCRIPTICN 
_-------------------- 
A LAGRANCIAN INTERPOLATING POLYNCM14L IS EVALUATED AT THE SPECIFIED 
VALUES CF THE VARIARLE TC GET THE DESIREC AhShER TtRPl tdHICH CCHES 
FROM SUM L FOR J = I THROUGH ti@+I 1 CF THE PRCDUCTS L FOR K = I 





CALCULATE C = A+8 hHEFE A AND I3 ARE REAL VECTCRS. 
DCSCRIPTICN 
____-___-_---__--_--- 
CALCLLATE REAL VEClCR Ihl\EF PRLIDLJCT LSIhG SII\GLE FFECISICh IhTERkCLLY. 
VIPA 
p u k 2 c s E 
------------- 
CALCLLATE L = c + 4*5 hHERE A AhO 6 ARE REAL VECTCPS 
CFSCRlPTICh 
___--_---------_--_~- 
CALCULATE RE4L vECTDR INNER PSUDLCT USIFUG SIhGLE PFECISION INTERNALLY. 
ACC Tl-E RESULT TO THE IkCCCING VALLE CF C. 
VIPD 
P ii k P i S E 
------------- 
CALCULATE C = A*B WBEPE A ANC if! ARE PEAL VECTCRS. 
CFSCRIPTICN 
_---_---_~--_~~~~~~~~ 
CALCULATF REAL VtCTOR IhNER PRODUCT USIhG DCUBLE PFFCISICh IhTEPNPLLY. 
FflU\D Tl’E FESULT TC SI”rGLE PPECIStCh. 
VIPDA 
P u F P 1.: S F 
-----_---____ 
CALCULATE C = C + A*t3 kHEAE A AhD R AfiE FEAL VECTCFS 
TFSCQIPTICN 
--------------------~ 
r.ALCuL ATE %EAL VECTOR IhNER PRODUCT USfhG DCUBLE PFECISICN IhTERNALLY. 
F!-lUkC ThE RESULT TC SINGLE PRECISICN. 




CALCULATE C = C - A*8 hHERE A ANC 0 ARE REAL VECTC!PS, 
CESCRIPTICN 
~_----_-------~---___ 
CALCULATE REAL VECT@R INNEP PRODUCT USING DCLBLE PRFCISICN INTERNCLLY. 
F’DUNC THE RESULT TC SINGLE PRECISICN. 




CALCULATE C = C - A*0 hHERC A AhD E AEE FEAL VECTORS. 
C E S C CIPTIGN 
_-----__-------_----- 
CJLCULATF RFAL VFCTCR INNER PRCDUCT USING SlhGLt PPECISICN INTERNALLY. 




TO FINE Ti-F I’IhIt’LM VALUE I;F AN APFPY AND INCICATE Tl-E 
ELEMENT NUMBER OF THE MINIMUM VALUE 
SUPERIOP ROLTINFS 
_------------- ____-^----_-- 
VHIN IS CALLED BY CRDER 
CESCPIPTICN 
_--------_-_--v--B 
VMIN RETURNS XMIN = HIN ( X(hSTART)m X(h) I 





WHTETP kRITES 4 TkC DIMEhSIONAL ARRAY (MATRIX1 CN A SEYUEhT IAL 
MAGNET IC FILF. THE INFORMATION IS hRITTEN Ih TkC LGGICAL RkCCRCS 
rivet- FORTRAN BINARY WRITE STATEMENTS. 
CESCRIPTION 
--_----~--~---~-_--~ 
hFTETP PEFFORMC ITS TASK I\ THE FCLLCkIhG STEPS 
(1) INITIALIZE TVE EQRCR COOE AND CHECK THE INPUT SIZFS FCF ERRCRS. 
JUMP TO (5) IF SIZF!: ARE ILLEGAL. 
(21 PCSITION ThF FILE AS REQUIRED AFTER ChECKIhG THE SPACING 
PARAMETERS FCF ERRORS. 
JUMP TC; (51 IF SPACING PARAMETERS ARE ILLEGAL. 
JUU" TO ISI IF SPACIhG OF FILES CP MATRICES FAILS. 
(3) hRITE Tl-E FIRST RECCRD OllTO THE MAGNETIC FILF. 







6 NELEM= NROkS * NCOLS 
7-IC c 
11-1t AUXID(IIr I=lrb 
(4) hRITF THE SECGND RECCRD ONTO THE MAGNETIC FILE. 
IT kILL CCKTAIN 
((MATRIXII,J), J=lrhCCLSI, I=l.hRCkSl THE MATRIX @Y POtiS 









XPANCZ IS CALLEC TO EXPAND AN ARRAY BUF OF LENGTH NWOROS TO TFE 
LENGTH NELEM BY REPLACING ALL INTEGER ELEMEhJS WITH THAT INTEGER 




----- ------- --------------------------------------_ 
READTP OYLIB READ A MATRIX FROM A FILE (2 RECORDSJ. 
DESCRIPTION 
-----------a------- 
XPANDZ EXPANDS THE ARRAY @lJFF ELEMENT BY ELEMENT FROM THE BCTTCM. 
EACH ELEMENT IS CHECKED TO SEE IF IT IS AN INTEGER. IF IT IS hOT 
AN INTEGEP IT IS SIMPLY STORED. IF IT IS Ah INTEGER THAT hUM@ER CF 
CONSECUTIVE INTEGERS IS STCRED. THE OPEPATICN STCPS WHEN TkE INPUT 




ZEROCOL INITIALIZE COLUMNS NF-NL TC ZERC FCP C RCWS 
SUPERIOR ROUTINES 
~~________ --_--------we 
ZEROCOL IS CALLED BY BEAMC, MOTAXC, MOTPTO, AND PLATE0 
CESCRIPTION 
-_--e-----e 
ZEROCOL INITIALIZE Z ONLY Z AND DZl CR 21 DZlr AND 022 CCLUt’hS TO 
ZERO CEPENDING ON INDD INDICATOR. 
5.5 
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